
STANDARD MODEL and

BEYOND: SUCCESSES and

FAILURES of QFT

(Two lectures)



Lecture 1:  Mass scales in particle

physics - naturalness in QFT  

Lecture 2: Renormalisable or non-renormalisable

effective electroweak theory?   

Lecture 3 (Graham Ross’ suggestion):  

Failures



Hierachical mass scales in particle
physics and naturalness

Proton mass and Planck scale

In QCD, the proton mass is determined by the
confinement scale = the scale of quark-antiquark
condensate = the scale of spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking

QCD with massless quarks is classically a scale
invariant theory!



But scale invariance is broken by the renormalisation

procedure i.e. by the renormalisation scale

Take a dimensionless quantity,  e.g. the strong coupling constant, 
which could depend on only one dimensionful kinematical variable Q



Dimensional analysis tells us that in a scale invariant theory (no 

dimensionful parameters) such a quantity must be  a constant

Pure dimensional analysis breaks down in QFT because our
quantity also depends on the dimensionless free parameters

of the theory, which must be taken from experiment –
measured at some scale







Given (e.g. measured) the strong coupling constant

at some Q, 

the theory predicts the confinement scale (proton 

mass!) 

The mechanism is know as DIMENSIONAL 

TRANSMUTATION

IN ASYMPTOTICALLY FREE THEORY,  IT 

EXPLAINS THE

HIERARCHY OF SCALES:  CONFINEMENT SCALE 

(proton 

mass) VERSUS UV CUT-OFF TO QCD





The mass difference between the kaon mass

eigenstates is a good measure of the mixing
between the charge conjugation eigenstates, 
caused by weak interaction

The magnitude of the mass difference tells us that the weak

mixing is strongly suppressed in comparison with the
amplitudes for the charged current transitions like neutron

decay into proton, electron and antineutrino





Such flavour conserving tree level diagrams are absent

because of the structure of the theory (SU(2) quark and lepton
doublets, only one Higgs doublet;  remember: quark flavour

(mass eigenstates) is defined by strong interactions and SU(2) 

doublets are in the electroweak basis; the two basis are related
by a unitary transformation)

But what about loops?



Let’s calculate the above diagram (plus similar but crossed and

also with unphysical Goldstone boson exchange, if in covariant
gauges).

The amplitude originating from them is finite and has
dimension (mass)-2.

In the limit of vanishing external momenta, the contribution
from the W- boxes can be expressed as a tree – level

contribution from the following effective local interaction term:







CONCLUSION:  kaon mass difference is naturally small
(no large cancellations)  thanks to the symmetries of the
SM and the pattern of quark masses and mixing.

It is one of the main challanges for physics beyond SM
to  preserve natural explanation of the suppresion
of FCNC



NO LIGHT SCALARS IN NATURE EXCEPT 
FOR NAMBU - GOLDSTONE BOSONS  (PIONS)

Indeed, light scalars are unnatural in QFT

Quantum corrections to fermion and scalar masses







The result obtained with cut-off means that there is
a hierachy problem: in the presence of a large physical

scale, light scalars are highly unnatural

Let’s see it using MS as the renormalisation scheme:





Large cancellations between

parameters m and M are necessary

to keep the physical scalar mass small











Corrections to a Goldstone boson mass vanish

independently of the scale of new physics.

In reality,  no Goldstone bosons but pseudo-

Goldstone bosons: some potential generated by 

explicit (  weak)  symmetry breaking;  

some cut-off dependence is in general reintroduced

(see electromagnetic pion mass difference) and the

question about naturalness becomes relevant for 

such corrections



Let us now return to our original calculation in MS scheme in

the absence of any new large mass scale.

E.G. suppose the SM is the Theory of Everything and that

gravity is irrelevant for particle physics.

Then a light scalar does not create any hierachy problem! In 
fact, one can invoke scale symmetry to justify MS scheme

(Coleman-Weiberg, Bardeen,…)

and break electroweak symmetry by quantum corrections.

BUT THE ABOVE ASSUMPTIONS ARE UNLIKELY TO

BE CORRECT…..



EXERCISE

CHECK ALL THAT USING EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
FORMALISM









CONLUSION

ALL MASS SCALES IN THE SM ,  EXCEPT THE 
ELECTROWEAK SCALE, HAVE NATURAL EXPLANATION 
(NO LARGE CANCELLATIONS NEEDED!)

WHAT ABOUT THE ELECTROWEAK SCALE THEN?
CAN WE UNDERSTAND ITS STABILITY WITH RESPECT 
TO QUANTUM CORRECTIONS?

CAN WE UNDERSTAND ITS VALUE?

TACIT ASSUMPTION:  THERE ARE NEW MASS SCALES 
IN PHYSICS



END OF LECTURE 1



LECTURE 2: 

RENORMALISABLE OR NON-

RENORMALISABLE EFFECTIVE 

ELECTROWEAK THEORY?

A question relevant for its extensions



What could it be – a nonrenormalisable effective

electroweak theory?

Spontaneously broken gauge SU(2)xU(1), structure of

currents, etc- well tested;

But the mechanism of the spontaneous breaking

of the gauge symmetry still unknown and the effect

of nonrenormalisability could in principle appear

in that mechanism



CONLUSIONS of the 1st Lecture

ALL MASS SCALES IN THE SM ,  EXCEPT THE 
ELECTROWEAK SCALE, HAVE NATURAL EXPLANATION 
(NO LARGE CANCELLATIONS NEEDED!)

WHAT ABOUT THE ELECTROWEAK SCALE THEN?
CAN WE UNDERSTAND ITS STABILITY WITH RESPECT 
TO QUANTUM CORRECTIONS?

CAN WE UNDERSTAND ITS VALUE?

TACIT ASSUMPTION:  THERE ARE NEW MASS SCALES 
IN PHYSICS



Saying it diiferently,

WHAT BREAKS

ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY ?



SM answer:  the Higgs potential of a 

single Higgs doublet (renormalisable

theory)



Renormalisable QFT :  UV sensitivity
hidden in a finite number of free
parameters, to be taken from
experiment

Why useful if one expects UV 

completion, with new physical mass

scales?



Because calculations with arbitrary
precision are possible, with no
information about higher mass
scales

What do we learn if a description of a 
set of physical phenomena in terms
of a renormalisable QFT is correct?



Technically, we learn that a lagrangian

with up to dim 4 operators is consistent

with the symmetries of the problem  

(e.g. QED  with its gauge symmetry, 

contrary to the non-linear sigma model 

– effective theory of pions- with its

chiral symmetry)



Physically, we learn then that the next mass

scale is well separated and can be decoupled

in the Appelquist-Carazzone sense;    e.g. QED 

as a renormalisable low energy approximation

to SM after decoupling of W and Z bosons,  

contrary to the non-decoupling of sigma meson

in linear sigma model of pions and sigma 
meson



For a renormalisable but effective theory we expect

with the new scale high enough for the higher

dim operators to be neglected in the „first”

approximation



QED as an effective renormalisable theory

Renormalisability means calculability
with arbitrary precision with a finite
number of input parameters

But it is only an effective theory –low

energy approximation to SM,
so its predictions disagree with
experiment at the level E/Mw

Example:   lepton magnetic moment



















SM is a renormalisable theory. Is it the correct

effective electroweak theory? 

History repeats itself?

QED � SM � Beyond?

Mixed signals:

Stunning theoretical consistency of the

SM,  e.g. fermion mass generation,

chiral anomaly cancellation;
SM is anomaly free- an accident or a hint?



But, on the other hand,  
hierachy problem �

new nearby mass scale very
welcome;  

No real benefit from a renormalisable

effective electroweak theory?



It depends on its extension…e.g. for minimal

supersymmetric extension anomaly cancellation

and renormalisability of the SM are relevant.

And finally, is the (renormalisable) SM really

consistent with exp. data?

That fuzzy picture is behind various
different attempts to go beyond the
electroweak scale



Renormalisability and chiral anomaly
cancellation

Potential source of chiral anomalies in
the SM:





Anomalies and renormalisablity – a toy model- instead of full
SM let’s take a U(1) invariant model with only a left-handed

fermion coupled to gauge boson

























Is the SM confirmed by the data?

The prediction from the fits:   the Higgs boson

mass- to be  yet confirmed!

If not confirmed, the data are not  consistent with

the SM: 

it would need additions that do not decouple at the

electroweak scale.

If confirmed- one can ask a reversed question: what

are then the limits on the new scale







Suppose there exist a light Higgs boson, as predicted

by the SM fits; supersymmetry is consistent with it

(generically susy models give a light Higgs boson).

But Msusy > 500 Gev (from the electroweak fits in

particular)  and there remains a little hierarchy 

problem.

No full satisfaction � models with a Higgs doublet

as a (pseudo)-Goldstone boson; The lightest

Higgs boson is generically light because its mass

is generated at 1 loop by explicit symmetry breaking

potential; but no full satisfaction either- as „unnatural”

as MSSM



If the Higgs boson is heavy (or no Higgs boson)

- there must be new contributions to the

electroweak observables to improve the

precision data fits; unfortunately, at present no 

models consistent with precison data; usually, 

corrections from new physics go wrong way

Double protection –by supersymmetry and

by   pseudo-Goldstone nature of the Higgs

bosons- the only models with no hierarchy

problem – but very complicated



The third lecture – on a failure- after
the LHC data!

Shall we or we shall not understand
the Fermi scale in the QFT 
framework?



THE END


